Headquarters of Commander-in-Chief at Kovno
Rumania, and would have persuaded this kingdom to yield to their wishes even sooner than she actually did. Russia's communications with the outside world for the transport of war materials were, at that time, via the Trans-Siberian railways, along the Murman coast, to which the railway from Petrograd was still under construction, and far from completion, and, in summer, by the White Sea. The traffic through Finland with Sweden was important, but the latter would not permit the transport of war material. Sweden interpreted the duties of a neutral State correctly. These details clearly show the importance of the Straits, and therefore of Turkey, for the Eastern Front, and our whole military position.
Military operations in Asia Minor were a difficult matter. Turkey was entirely dependent on communications by road, whereas modern warfare requires communications either by rail or sea. The railway to the Caucasus had only just been begun between Angora and Sivas. The Bagdad railway, broken by the mountain chains of Taurus and Amanus, had not nearly reached the Tigris. Tunnels were in course of construction. The railway to Syria joined the Bagdad railway at Aleppo, that is, beyond the intervening mountain barrier. South of Damascus it gave place to the narrow-gauge Hedjaz railway, with a branch line which traversed Palestine and came to an end at Beersheba, south of Jerusalem.
The state of the railways, which were bad enough in themselves, was made still worse by the conditions under which they were worked, for as regards both personnel and materials things could not have been worse. The railways served very little purpose, and did not in any way meet the necessities of the situation.
Endeavours were made, with some success, to use the Euphrates and the Tigris; but this made little difference to the general situation.
German motor transport helped to improve matters.
Owing to the difficulties of communication, a campaign in Asia Minor, Syria and Mesopotamia was doomed to failure so long as transport conditions were not improved.
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